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Abstract: Extensive air showers (EASs) produced by primary cosmic ray energies above the KNEE energies
have been observed at multiple EAS observatories simultaneously scattered in Japan since 1996. The typical
EAS array has been located at the rooftop of the buildings in the university campus, and has GPS disciplined 10
MHz oscillator which provides the UTC time stamp for each EAS event within a fewµs accuracies. Searching
for simultaneous and parallel EAS events at multiple EAS observatories due to Gerasimova-Zatsepin (GZ)
effects have been carried out by comparing EAS arrival time stamps and directions detected by several baseline
combinations of EAS arrays. The EAS pairs whose time difference and angular distance were less than 5 ms and
less than 15 degree respectively, were selected and their angular distances from the solar direction and the lunar
direction were examined. Consequently, significant excesses of these events in the solar direction as expected in
the numerical prediction of GZ effects were not found.
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1 Introduction
The origin, acceleration mechanism and propagation pro-
cesses of ultra-high energy cosmic rays has been a fun-
damental question for many decades, and it still is an un-
resolved mystery in the field of ultra high energy astro-
physics. Above the cosmic ray primary energies of 1015

eV, direct measurements of cosmic ray energy and identi-
fications of cosmic ray particle species have been impos-
sible. In order to estimate their energy and mass composi-
tions, the EAS observations at the sea level or high altitude
mountains have been carried out. In these experiments, sta-
tistical approaches to derive cosmic ray composition are
used. But, these approaches depends on the hadron inter-
action model because accelerator data are not available in
these ultra-high energies.

The alternative approach to derive the mass composi-
tion of cosmic rays is as follows. The photo-disintegration
process of cosmic ray nuclei with solar photons, allows di-
rectly exploring the mass composition of cosmic ray at en-
ergies above 1018 eV, if the multiple, parallel and simul-
taneous EAS events due to fragment particles can be reg-
istered at several observatories. This idea originally came
from the idea of Zatsepin and Gerasimova [1, 2]. This pro-
cess is known as the Gerasimova- Zatsepin (GZ) effect and
several numerical studies of this effects have been carried
out in the past two decades [3, 4, 5, 6].

To study the GZ phenomena, the Large Area Air Shower
(LAAS) experiments have been established by Kitamura
et al [8]. in 1995. The LAAS EAS arrays are scattered
over in Japan and are located at the sea-level atmospheric
depth, and they have been operated since 1996. These ar-
rays have been synchronized with each other within the ac-
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Figure 1: The geographical positions of EAS arrays with
the institution names in Japan.

curacy of one microsecond by using GPS-disciplined UT
time stamp system. This system enables to observe both
simultaneous and parallel EAS events at multiple EAS ar-
rays. The threshold energy of primary cosmic rays in our
array is around PeV. Thus, LAAS experiments are suitable
for investigating the GZ events.

In this report, the LAAS experimental apparatus are
briefly described. The results of data analysis for identify-
ing the GZ candidate events are discussed.
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Table 1: The geographical location and mutual distances between LAAS EAS arrays

Institute Abbreviation Latitude(N) Longitude(E) Distance[km] from
HU KU OUS

Hirosaki University HU 40◦ 35’ 140◦ 29’ - 787 872
Kinki University+ KU 34◦ 39’ 135◦ 36’ 787 - 152
Nara University of Industry NUI 34◦ 35’ 135◦ 41’ 788 11 161
Okyama University∗ OU 34◦ 41’ 133◦ 55’ 873 153 1
Okyama University of Science OUS 34◦ 42’ 133◦ 56’ 872 152 -
+:moved to NUI and * :moved to OUS in 2008.

2 Experiments
2.1 Array setup
The LAAS experiments [7, 10] are the joint projects of
compact EAS arrays maintained at multiple institutes in
Japan. These arrays are deployed in Japan from 34◦ N to
40◦ N and 134◦ E to 140◦ E shown in Fig. 1. Those mu-
tual baselines are ranging from 0.1 km to 1000 km. The ge-
ographical location and mutual distances from the speci-
fied EAS arrays are listed in Table1. In the fifth to the
seventh columns of Table1, we specified mutual distances
measured from HU(Hirosaki University), KU(Kinki Uni-
versity) and OUS(Okayama University of Science) sites
respectively.

In each institute, the EAS arrays are located at the
rooftop of buildings in university campus. The array typi-
cally consists of eight plastic scintillation detectors whose
size is 50×50 cm2×5 cm. The detectors are deployed over
a rooftop area of approximately 200 m2.

The data acquisition system is triggered when each of
more than 3 detectors are hit within 100ns time window.
The relative arrival times of EAS front particles are digi-
tized with a CAMAC TDC (Kaizuworks Model 3780) with
the resolution of 40 ps. The local density of EAS particles
is digitized with a CAMAC ADC ( Lecroy Model 2249W),
of which dynamic range is limited to less than 10 parti-
cles. The typical trigger frequency is about 0.1 to 0.5 Hz
at each array. The time stamp of each EAS event is reg-
istered by using a CAMAC GPS timing module (Kaizu-
works Model 3850A), which maintains GPS-disciplined
oscillator of 10 MHz frequency and provide the accuracy
of UT time stamp less than 1µs at each EAS array.

The EAS arrival direction is determined by fitting the
plane equation to EAS particle arrival times calculated
from TDC values. It is unlikely that the EAS core location
and shower size could be obtained, because of the limita-
tion of EAS array dimensions and ADC dynamic ranges.
Thus, the arrival direction angle and UT time stamp of each
EAS event are analyzed in the following physics analysis.

2.2 Extension of LAAS arrays in Okayama area
The LAAS group has operated several EAS arrays in
Okayama University (OU) and Okayama University of
Science (OUS). One array was set up in the campus of OU
and three arrays have been deployed in that of OUS which
are abbreviated as OU, OUS1, OUS2 and OUS3, respec-
tively. The distance between OU array and OUS arrays is
almost 1 km, and the mutual distances between OUS ar-
rays are about one hundred meter. It was expected that
ultra-high energy EAS might be detected by both OU array
and some of OUS arrays, and relatively higher energy EAS
could hit multiple EAS arrays among the OUS arrays.

Figure 2: LAAS EAS arrays in Okayama University of
Science. Most distant EAS array(OUS5) is located at 2 km
distance away from the university campus in the Botanical
garden of Okayana University of Science.

In 2006, to constrain the zenith angle distribution of
primary cosmic rays observed by OUS1, the OUS4 array
were constructed in the ground floor of four-storied build-
ing in the OUS campus. The OUS4 can select EAS events
of which zenith angle is less than 23.5deg. The OUS1 and
OUS4 can measure the EAS size and dispersion of the ar-
rival time of EAS particles. These data can determine EAS
energy by using Linsley’s time structure method [9, 11].
Because of shutting down the the OU array in 2008, the
new OUS5 arrays were constructed in the Botanical gar-
den of Okayama University of Science, shown in Fig.2, of
which distance from OUS campus is about 2 kilometers.
The mutual combination of these five EAS arrays can pro-
vide primary energy information ranging from PeV to EeV
to search the coincidence of EAS events.

3 Data Analysis
In order to search simultaneous EAS events at multiple
sites within one kilometer baseline in Okayama area, the
analysis of time differences of EAS pairs are used. By ap-
plying these procedures to LAAS long baseline observa-
tions and adopting event selection criteria predicted by nu-
merical approaches, it will enable to identify simultaneous
EAS events at long baseline EAS sites. Therefore, we have
applied the following event selection criteria for our obser-
vation data:

1. the number of coincidence counters was larger than
5 corresponding to the threshold energy of 5 PeV,
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Figure 3: Observed time difference distribution between
OU and OUS( 1km distance )
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Figure 4: Observed time difference distribution between
KU/NUI and OU/OUS( 180 km distance )

2. the baseline lengths were limited to more than hun-
dred km,

3. the time difference of EAS events were smaller than
5 ms which came from the mutual geographical lo-
cations of EAS sites.

The data period is from Sept. 1996 to Nov. 2011.

4 Results
To obtain the candidates of GZ event, the condition de-
scribed in Sec.3 were applied for data analysis. The ob-
tained time difference distributions are shown in Figs.3, 4
and 5. These exponential decreasing is expected from the
randomness of EAS arrival time distributions. While sta-
tistical fluctuations are seen in the time range below sev-
eral ms time differences, the small enhancement of EAS
pairs are observed even in the large baseline cases.

In this analysis, we selected 1120 EAS event pairs as GZ
candidate events within the time difference window of five
millisecond from the combination of EAS arrays between
HU and KU/NUI/OU/OUS.

According to simulation studies, the possibilities of GZ
event depends on the angle between solar direction and the
direction of cosmic ray travel when EAS pairs arrived at
the earth, and they might maximize when the solar direc-
tion is equal to the direction of cosmic ray travel. We ex-
amined the selected GZ candidate’s arrival time as a func-
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Figure 5: Observed time difference distribution between
HU-KU/NUI/OU/OUS (800 km distance)
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Figure 6: Arrival time distribution of long baseline event
pairs in local solar time

tion of local solar time shown in Fig.6. The frequency of
GZ candidate events distributed uniformly instead of ex-
pected maximizations at the solar direction and the anti-
solar direction . Some double peak structures are also seen
int the midday time and the midnight time. Although these
structures are not significant statistically, they are located
around expected enhancements of GZ effects. To compare
the non-solar variation, we calculated the event rate as a
function of local sidereal time shown in Fig.7. The GZ
event rate also seems to be uniform as a function of local
sidereal time.

Finally, we examined the seasonal variation of GZ can-
didate events were shown in Fig.8. Simulation study sug-
gested that the high altitude season of the Sun could yield
high probability of GZ event creations. The obtained data
shows large structure due to atmospheric pressure varia-
tion.

5 Conclusion
The LAAS project has carried out GZ candidate searches
with GPS synchronized arrays by selectiong both arrival
directions of EAS and time differences of EAS pairs. We
applied 14deg angular distance restriction and five mil-
lisecond time differences to select EAS events in this anal-
ysis and we have finally analyzed 1120 EAS pairs when
the distance between arrays were more than 150 km. These
extension of EAS array combinations to long baseline EAS
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Figure 7: Arrival time distribution of long baseline event
pairs in local sidereal time
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Figure 8: Yearly variation of long baseline event pairs

sites allows searching simultaneous EAS events. Using
LAAS’s one decade observation data, we have selected
EAS pairs like Gerasimova-Zatsepin effects under the lim-
itation of time differences of EAS pairs.

We compare obtained angular distance distributions
around the solar position as a function of local solar time.
The significant excesses in solar direction and anti-solar
direction were not found, and the distribution seems to be
uniform. However, some structure can be seen around lo-
cal midday time and midnight time in local solar time anal-
ysis. The obtained GZ pair distribution as a function of lo-
cal sidereal time however seems to be more uniform.
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